




The world was still, save for the relentless
symphony of waves crashing against the jagged

 cliffs that guarded the coastline like ancient
sentinels. Mist, a ghostly shroud,wove through

the towering pines and cedars, cloaking the land
in mystery at the break of dawn.

In the heart of this wild, untamed landscape lay a
small, isolated cabin, its wooden facade

weathered by the elements yet standing resilient
amidst the encroaching wilderness. 

Inside, the cabin was a haven of warmth and
rustic simplicity. A fire crackled in the hearth,

casting flickering shadows across the room filled
with relics of a bygone era. 



In one corner, a sturdy wooden table held the
remnants of a chess game paused in time, while

the walls were adorned with ancient weapons that
whispered tales of valor and strife. Theodore,

known to those few who knew him as theo, lay
asleep in his small, modest room, the light of

dawn just beginning to pierce the veil of night.

His long, blonde hair spread out across the
pillow, and his chest rose and fell in the deep,
steady rhythm of peaceful slumber. But peace,

like the night, was fleeting.
The cabin was silent, save for the gentle crackle of
the fire and the soft breaths of Theodore, as he lay

in the embrace of sleep. Dawn's light crept
through the shutters, casting a soft glow across
the room, touching the edges of rugged wooden 



 furniture and the pile of well-thumbed books
that spoke of ancient myths and far-off lands.

Theo stirred, the tendrils of a dream receding
into the ether as he slowly bridged the gap
between sleep and wakefulness. A sense of

unease lingered, a whisper from his dream that
refused to be silenced. He sat up, rubbing the

remnants of sleep from his eyes, his long hair a
tangled mane of blonde.

Theo: (Murmuring to himself) Another dream of
storms... The door to his room creaked open, and

Magnus, his grandfather, stepped in.
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